Experience beautiful and warm sunsets on Coral Island

Pufferfish Drilling Corp. has nefarious plans for Coral Island. More than ever, the coral reef restoration project, along with the environment, is at risk. Having purchased the only plot of land left on the island, you start a new life. Tend to your farm, explore the island, and get to know the islanders. You’ll decide whether to help them revitalize the town or not.
Coral Island is a traditional 3D farming sim game set on a tropical island. Grow crops, nurture animals, and befriend the islanders. Decide whether to revitalize not only the town but also the surrounding coral reefs. It may get tough but stick with it, because the island is ripe for change.

- Seamlessly connected island overworld to explore
- Dive into the ocean to save coral and use rare kelp to improve your farm
- A memorable and diverse cast of characters to interact with on the island
- Hints & flavors of South East Asian influence in the game

The world of Coral Island is fully realized in 3D, and comes into form by the way of a fixed top-down camera angle. Vibrant, rich and moody colors -- inspired by a Disney-esque art style -- paint each locale you can visit on the tropical island.

You'll experience changing seasons that influence the island's environment and unlock a variety of crops to grow (until you build a greenhouse that is). Build relationships with the islanders, and perhaps, even find love. Choose to dive and gather ocean kelp to permanently upgrade the quality of your farms output -- at the same time, clear the ocean floor of trash in search of lost beacons to later unlock rare fish to catch and impact the whole island.

**Features**

- Traditional farming sim game
- **Build your dream farm**: transform your overrun land into a lush and lively farm
- **Diverse cast of characters**: There are over 50 islanders living in Coral Island. Coming from all walks of life, get to know these characters by conversing with them -- extra brownie points for gifts
- **Dive to save coral**: Head into the ocean and restore the coral reefs. Make way for rare fish
- **Traverse forgotten caverns**: Go deep into the islands cavern and mine precious gemstones
- **Shape your experience**: Customize your character’s appearance, and decorate the house
- **You set the pace**: Write your own story, and live a life without any deadlines
- **Improve the town**: Take part in community projects to build and liven up the town. Help merchants process rare resources, or build a community garden -- do it all or not at all.
- **Vibrant island setting**: Experience a tropical island rich and teeming with nature -- at the same time, discover exotic crops and animals. Even serve some herbed tempeh!
Coral Island will be the first release by Stairway Games. The studio formed in May 2019, and was co-founded by both Jeremy & Soma -- borne out of a shared love of games, and desire to push the Indonesian game industry forward. None of the core team members have actually worked on any games before. This, however, makes the process of game development both challenging and rewarding.